The adult female is slightly smaller than the male and lacks the male’s orange head patch, that area being black, but is in other respects identical to it.

The young juvenile has an olive head and dusky wings with yellow edges. The rest of the plumage resembles the adult’s. The rim of the eye is medium horn and the iris grey. The upper bill is medium horn, the lower pinkish horn. The legs are darkish flesh. The gape is swollen and pinkish flesh. Sexes are alike as juveniles. At the post-fledging moult, the heads of both sexes assume a pale and mottled version of the adult plumage. The gape darkens but remains slightly swollen. The iris becomes pale straw and the bill dark horn over light horn.

It should be noted that in Mackworth-Praed & Grant, *Birds of the southern third of Africa*, the captions for Bertram’s Weaver and Brown-capped Weaver have been exchanged.

I have captured one female in breeding condition in October and very young juveniles in November and December. Other breeding records from Malawi are from August and January as well as October and November.

The records I have of birds in post-fledged moult are from March and July. Those of birds moulting into adult dress are from October and November. My only record of an adult in moult is from 4 September – of an individual with new wing and body plumage and a tail in full moult. As I have no adult records from July and August, this would suggest that adult moult takes place in those months. Further investigation of the moult is needed.
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**NOTICE**

**QUELEA QUELEA, AGAIN ...**

For agriculture, the Redbilled Quelea *Quelea quelea* is the most destructive bird pest worldwide, yet comparatively little is known about its ecology and general biology, even here in South Africa where its numbers have been estimated to be as much as 200 million at times. Large numbers of quelea were ringed in the 1950s and 1960s to try and work out movements, but a lack of information on age and origins in particular, made the ringing results very difficult to interpret. Once again, research interest in queleas is picking up, and it is hoped that once again, queleas will become the target of ringing programmes if funding proposals are successful. This time, ringing programmes will be geared at answering more specific questions, and ringers will hopefully be able to use ageing and sexing guides, and score moult so as to provide much more information about the queleas. So ringers are once again asked to take more interest in the lowly quelea, and are alerted to the possibility of major future ringing programmes. Watch *Safring News* to keep yourself informed of future developments.
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